WEB AS ART

AUG 19  CLASS INTRO
        DEMO: HTML/CSS
24  DUE: Code Academy: HTML/CSS
        INTRO: Project 1
        DISCUSSION: Reply All #1 (updated version)
26  W. CRIT: Project 1
31  DEMO: Project 1

SEPT 2  CRITIQUE: Project 1 (part 1)
        DISCUSSION: Reply All #5 + #8
7  NO CLASS: labor day
8  E.C. LECTURE: Cornelia Parker, CMU, 5pm
9  DEMO: jQUERY
        DISCUSSION: Theory of Everything (dislike club, part 1)
14  DUE: Code Academy: jQUERY
        DEMO: jQUERY
16  W. CRIT: Project 1 (part 2)
18  E. C. EVENT: One of Us, DeBartolo 132, 7:30pm
21  DISCUSSION: Theory of Everything (dislike club, part 2)
        Theory of Everything (dislike club, part 3)
        INTRO: Project 2

23
24  E. C. LECTURE: Morehshin Allahyari and Daniel Rourke, CMU, 5pm
25  E. C. EVENT: VIA FESTIVAL (Pittsburgh)
26  E. C. EVENT: VIA FESTIVAL (Pittsburgh)
28  LECTURE: Julia Galloway (3p)
        UPLOADED: project 1 (parts 1+ 2)
        PITCH: project 2
30  CRITIQUE: project 1 (parts 1+ 2)

OCT 2  E. C. EVENT: VIA FESTIVAL (Pittsburgh)
3  E. C. EVENT: VIA FESTIVAL (Pittsburgh)
5  DEMO: jQuery
6  E.C. LECTURE: Angela Washko, CMU, 5pm
7  W. CRITIQUE: project 2 (video + website)
12
13  E.C. LECTURE: DISCOTECA FLAMING STAR, CMU, 5pm
E.C. LECTURE: Youngstown Game Developers, McDonough 5:30p
14  PRE-L CRITIQUE: project 2 (video + website)
        DISCUSSION: Theory of Everything (Enchanting by Numbers)
16  LANUCH: project 2 (video + website)
19  DUE: project 2
        1-on-1: final project/midterm conversation
21 FIELD TRIP: Cleveland (CMA, MOCA)
24 Last Day to withdraw with a “W”
26 1-on-1: final project/midterm conversation
28 FIELD TRIP: Pittsburgh (lecture at CMU)
30 SAA Halloween Party

NOV 2 LECTURE: Olivia Robinson
LANUCH: project 1+
4 CRITIQUE: project 1+, 2
9
11 NO CLASS: veteran’s day
16 LECTURE: Ben Norskov (3p)
WORKSHOP: Ben Norskov
demo (html, css, jQuery)
23 W. CRITIQUE: project 3
25 NO CLASS: thanksgiving
demo (p5.js)
30

DEC 2 OPENING: Billy Sutak, Bliss Hall Gallery
CRITIQUE: project 3
9 SHOWCASE: TBA

The instructor reserves the right to alter the office hours, schedule, grade distribution and assignments at any point during the semester.